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Abstract. The paper consists in a waste study of the Romanian W R - S reactor which will be prepared for
decommissioning operations after the permanent shutdown (23.12.1997).

Calculations were carried out to determine the activity arising from neutron activation of structural materials
inside the reactor, considering the design of the facility and its operating rules. To this end, the following method
was used: i) Neutron flux distribution within the reactor was calculated using the DORT transport code, based on
DLC23 shielding library relating to three cylindrical reference systems of the reactor structure: reactor core,
horizontal tube and thermal column; ii) Calculation of the activity of each reactor component at different cooling
times was performed by the ANITA2000 code, using the neutron flux, compositional data for each material and
the power history of the reactor; iii) Unconditional clearance indexes for all material at various cooling times
were calculated using the clearance levels defined in IAEA-TECDOC-855; iv) Total activities and masses by
material type, within the waste category and for each decay time were calculated by summation of the data
previously classified for each reactor component. The resulting activation inventory and waste masses, falling in
IAEA defined waste categories are presented in the paper at periods of 100 days, and 6, 10, 25, and 50 years
after reactor the shutdown. For some components of the reactor as: aluminum central vessel, the central iron
shielding ring, the time behaviour of both the fin spatial activity distribution and the radionuclide contributions
to the total activity are plotted in the paper.

INTRODUCTION

Updated information, new concepts and tools are used to obtain comprehensive results based on
previous work [1] that has been performed in the frame of a contract with the IAEA, Vienna. The
obtained results influence the choice of the reactor decommissioning option and have a strong impact
on the decision when the deferred strategy of the complete dismantling should be adopted.

PRIMARY DATA

Due to the lack of the documentation of the reactor components the necessary physical data needed for
performing the calculations mentioned above were obtained as follows: i) geometry was taken from
the mounting drawings; ii) structural material compositions of the reactor (aluminum, steel, concrete
and graphite) was supplied from the literature [2].

CALCULATIONS

Source Term

Source term distribution of the reactor core was obtained through a two-dimensional DORT
calculation based on WIMSD4 processed effective cross sections.
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Neutron flux distribution

Complex geometry of the reactor structure, was defined relating to three reference systems as follows:

Reactor core reference system (RCRS). This reference system is centered on the reactor core and
all other reactor items (vessels, iron shielding, and concrete shielding) are cylindrical concentric
layers around it.
Thermal column reference system (TCRS).The main element of this system is the thermal
column and its components (graphite plugs, shells, hull, etc.). The cylindrical coordinate system
associated is centered in the reactor core and OZ axis is oriented alongside the thermal column
axis. In this system the components with a cylindrical layer shape are considered as disks of the
same thickness (i.e., reactor core, reactor vessels, cast iron shield, etc.).
Horizontal tube reference system (HTRS). Considering the similar location of the horizontal tube
with respect to the reactor core, the same assumptions concerning the reference and coordinates
system is used.

The DLC23 (22n-18y) shielding library was used for shielding calculation. Two-dimensional
cylindrical calculations by DORT code using P3 S8 approximation for the three reference systems
mentioned above were performed. The flux normalization was made for value 2.1xlO~'3n/cm2sec in
reactor core center at nominal power (2 MW.)

Radioactive inventory

The irradiation history of the reactor core was obtained from thermal energy balance during the reactor
operation life. From the 14600 calendar days 4482 operation days at normal power (2 MW) were
considered. Five intervals after the shut down of the reactor (23.12.1997) were used in the calculation:
100 days, and 6, 10, 25 and 50 years. For all structural and shielding components of the reactor
activation and decay calculations using the ANITA2000 code [3] were performed, based on the EAF-
99 activation library. Unconditional clearance indexes, for all material at each decay time were
calculated using the clearance levels defined in IAEA-TECDOC-855 [4].

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Inside the reactor vessel, the thermal flux distribution obtained from RCRS modeling calculation
(Figure 1) presents good agreement with the experimental values [5]. Very good agreement has
resulted (Figure 2) from the comparison between results of the HTRS modeling calculation and values
obtained via the "unfolding" method SAND-II code based on absolute fission rate measurements [5]
performed in the three biologic tubes from the horizontal tube area. Similar comparison (Figure 3) for
calculations in TCRS gives only qualitative validation of the obtained results because the modeling
does not simulate entirely the experiment [6]. Table 1 shows, for each material, the summary of
masses and activities resulting from the activity calculations, classified according to [4]. Figures 4 and
6 plot the specific activity distribution along the reactor central vessel and a central iron shield piece.
Plots of the total activity from the main isotopes of these components are given in Figure 5 and 7. The
major contribution to the total activity of the reactor structure is given by aluminium components
placed inside the reactor vessel. More then 90% of the aluminium activity (Figure 5) arises from
tritium. 55Fe, 60Co, 54Mn contribute essentially to the cast iron total activity (Figure 7) while 63Ni, 14C,
93Mo are decisive for long periods. For the first 6 years decay period, the activity arising from concrete
items decreases sharply due to the short-lived radioisotopes, remaining approximately constant for
long intervals due to prevalent contributions of: 4lCa, 14C, 39Ar, etc. Approximate constant activity of
graphite arises mainly from 3H, I4C and 36C1.
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Fig. 1: Thermal flux distribution
for RCRS modeling calculation
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Fig. 3 Thermal flux for TCRS modeling
calculation, comparison with experiment

Fig. 4 Specific activity along the central
vessel. Zoom: thermal flux distribution
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Table 1 Activity and masses of VVR-S reactor materials

Decay time/ [years] 0.27 10 25 50

A[Bq]

Aluminum

LL-LIW

SL-LIW

EW

2.46E+13 1.61E+13 1.23E+13 5.22E+12

9.14E+04 7.01E+04 4.65E+04

m[Kg]

LL-LIW

SL-LIW

EW

4468 3870 3870 2585

598 598 1883

1.31E+12

1.19E+04

2585

1883

A[Bq]

Cast iron

LL-LIW

L-LIW

EW

1.21E+13 2.76E+12 1.98E+12 8.25E+11

5.82E-H)9 2.53E+09 2.62E+08 1.18E+08

m[Kg]

LL-LIW

SL-LIW

EW

18652 18652 18652 18652

60031 60031 60031 60031

5.57E+11

1.17E+08

18652

60031

A[Bq]

Concrete

LL-LIW

SL-LIW

EW

3.45E+13 1.12E+09 1.10E+09 1.05E+09

1.61E+12 5.21E+07 5.12E+07 4.90E+07

5.45E+09 1.77E+05 1.74E+05 1.66E+05

m[Kg]

LL-LIW

SL-LIW

EW

175054.5 175054.5 175054.5 175054.5

131438.2 131438.2 131438.2 131438.2

282916.3 282916.3 282916.3 282916.3

9.74E+08

4.54E+07

1.54E+05

175054.5

131438.2

282916.3

A[Bq]

Graphite

LL-LIW

L-LIW

EW

3.06E+12 2.26E+12 1.83E+12 8.72E+11

m[Kg]

LL-LIW

SL-LIW

EW

3937 3937 3937 3937

3.24E+11

3937

Using the unconditional clearance index criteria some aluminium items have a potential for clearance
from 6 years decay time, whilst the cast iron material is clearable after 50 years from the reactor shut-
down, (Figure 8). A big amount of concrete from the biologic shield edge can be considered as exempt
waste, even from the reactor shutdown time moment.
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Fig. 8: Clearance index time behaviour of
a cast iron item from thermal column area

CONCLUSIONS

Limited by the uncertainties of the input data and the conservatives of the model approximations the
results obtained in this work should be validated via experimental values.

At this stage they are very useful to analyze and define both the dismantling strategies to be used as
well as the further steps for reactor decommissioning waste management. If acceptance criteria are
observed, non-recyclable wastes will be packed in 2201 drums at the radwaste treatment center in
IFIN-HH Bucharest to be sent to Baita Bihor L&ILW repository.
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